Reconstructing mode mixtures in the optical near-field.
We propose a reconstruction scheme for hard x-ray inline holography, a variant of propagation imaging, which is compatible with imaging conditions of partial (spatial) coherence. This is a relevant extension of current full-field phase contrast imaging, which requires full coherence. By the ability to reconstruct the coherent modes of the illumination (probe), as demonstrated here, the requirements of coherence filtering could be relaxed in many experimentally relevant settings. The proposed scheme is built on the mixed-state approach introduced in [Nature494, 68 (2013)], combined with multi-plane detection of extended wavefields [Opt. Commun.199, 65 (2001), Opt. Express22, 16571 (2014)]. Notably, the diversity necessary for the reconstruction is generated by acquiring measurements at different defocus positions of the detector. We show that we can recover the coherent mode structure and occupancy numbers of the partial coherent probe. Practically relevant quantities as the transversal coherence length can be computed from the reconstruction in a straightforward way.